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Abstract We propose a simple yet reliable computational
framework that characterizes the diVerential mass and
hydrophobicity distribution within structural classes of
proteins. Radial partitioning of protein interior that could
successfully distinguish the mass and hydrophobicity distribution patterns in extremophilic proteins from that in their
structurally aligned mesophilic counterparts. Distancedependent mass and hydrophobicity magnitudes could
retrieve vital structural insights; needed to probe the hidden
connections between packing, folding and stability within
diVerent structural classes of proteins, with causality. New
computational markers; one, to represent the total mass
content; other, related to hydrophobic centrality of proteins,
are proposed as well. Results reveal that mass and hydrophobicity packing within extremophilic proteins is indeed
more compact than that in their mesophilic counterparts.
Analysis of structural constraints within them vindicate it.
Total mass (and hydrophobicity) content is found to be
maximum in / thermophilic proteins and minimum for
the all- mesophilic proteins.
Keywords Inhomogeneously packed protein interior ·
Mass packing · Hydrophobicity packing · Hydrophobic
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Introduction
The need to search for an inclusive computational framework that provides objective information about numerous
aspects of mass proWling in protein interior is ever present.
Such automated tool is necessary not only for the study of
packing characteristics in protein interior but also to provide clues for understanding protein stability and protein
folding. Previous studies of protein packing geometries
have indicated that globular proteins are compact and
densely packed (Richards 1974) to the extent that their interior is commonly perceived as one mimicking that of solids
(Hermans and Scheraga 1961; Richards 1997). Although
presence of voids and cavities in protein interiors are
reported (Liang and Dill 2001), signiWcance of compact
packing is universally acknowledged because it is considered to be highly important for protein stability (Privalov
1996) and for nucleation of protein folding (Ptitsyn 1998;
Ting and Jernigan 2002). It is in this context that we can
infer the importance of examining the details of inhomogeneous mass distribution in protein interior by developing a
new and insightful tool, which can on one hand explore
numerous facets of mass packing characteristics, while on
the other hand, investigate the causality behind such packing proWles, taking into account all the inXuencing biophysical factors.
Previous studies in the area include the work by Richards (1974), where he followed Bernal and Finney (1967)
in drawing Voronoi polyhedrons of minimal sizes around
constituent atoms of proteins to calculate packing density
of atoms within the protein. Taking into consideration the
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overlap between atomic volumes inside proteins, Liang and
Dill (2001) made use of Delaunay triangulation to conclude
that proteins can only be modeled as organic crystals if
studied with respect to average density, otherwise they
appear as Xuids with respect to their free volume distributions. Building upon the studies due to Tsai et al. (1999)
and Hubbard et al. (1994), Frommel (Rother et al. 2003)
observed a deep disagreement about packing information in
protein interior, while inferring essentially inhomogeneous
packing schemes throughout the interior of the protein, conWrming Beardsley and Kauzmann (1996). Kuntz (1972) too
had mentioned the inhomogeneous density distribution
within carboxypeptidase; but an integrative and general
framework to analyze protein’s mass distribution, density,
hydrophobicity distribution and protein stability—did not
generally emerge from aforementioned works. Even the
‘radius of gyration’ (ROG), which connects protein’s shape
with its mass distribution, is reported at times to be a
“poor” marker to characterize protein packing (Zhang et al.
2003).
Mass packing and protein stability studies Wnd interesting test cases in proteins derived from extremophilic organisms, owing to their extraordinary stability. It is known
that, proteins extracted from thermophilic bacteria tend to
be more stable (with respect to temperature) than their mesophilic counterparts (Jaenicke and Bohm 1998; Szilágyi
and Závodszky 2000), generally; though inherent fold characteristics of protein families remain invariant. However,
here also we Wnd apparent disagreements between views
expressed by Xiao and Honig (1999), Das and Gerstein
(2000), Kannan and Vishveshwara (2000) with that of
KarshikoV and Ladenstein (1998); where the later had used
computational geometry oriented methodology to conclude
that packing density is not a dominant factor contributing to
the thermal stability; asserting alongside that proteins
drawn from mesophilic and thermophilic bacteria essentially do not diVer in their degrees of packing. This Wnding
contrasts with implications of Honig’s study, where electrostatic contributions to folding free energy of hyperthermophilic proteins and their mesophilic homologues were
calculated only to conclude that electrostatic interactions in
the thermophilic proteins are more favorable than their
mesophilic counterparts. Gerstein’s study (Das and Gerstein 2000) also revealed an overall greater content of
charged residues in thermophiles than in mesophiles and
noted that, intra-helical salt bridges are more prevalent in
thermophiles than mesophiles. From a slightly diVerent
standpoint, Kannan and Vishveshwara (2000) had reported
the presence of additional aromatic clusters and aromatic
networks in the thermophilic proteins, in contrast to their
mesophilic counterparts. How such favorable frame of electrostatic interactions and aforesaid structural features can
produce essentially no diVerence in packing in thermophilic
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proteins (KarshikoV and Ladenstein 1998) seemed paradoxical to us. We therefore wanted to study the entire
premise of structural features of protein interior by
constructing concentric shells around the center of mass
(CM) of the biological units of proteins and by systematically analyzing the mass (and density) distribution in each
of these shells. The strength of the method of concentric
shells is in the very fact that no pre-conceived limit is
imposed on it. The larger the radial extent of the protein
under consideration, more is the total number of shells to
retrieve the mass packing information therein. On exactly
the similar logic, smaller number of shells will be required
to represent a protein with smaller radial extent. The number of shells to describe the radial extent of a protein is
therefore self-adjustable in nature and can be implemented
with easy computational techniques based on decision
making.
Special attention was provided to represent and study
hydrophobicity with as much precision as possible. Such
need was not felt merely due to the strong evidence of its
role in determining the overall folded structure (Kauzmann
1959; Dill 1990) but also because of its importance in
ensuring protein stability and its possible inXuence on protein’s mass distribution. However, observing the anomaly
in scales of residue hydrophobicity as was mentioned by
Haney et al. (1999), we chose to work with the ‘atomic
hydrophobicity’ magnitudes, as proposed by Kuhn et al.
(1995). Apart from the possible biases (Haney et al. 1999),
coarse-graining operation at the residue level, we feared,
may shield the detailed characteristic of the Wner aspects of
hydrophobicity proWle that is obligatory for the present
study. Atomic hydrophobicity quantiWes the energy cost of
transferring solvent accessible surface area of the atom
from an aqueous environment to octanol; positive values
indicate that the atom is hydrophobic, i.e., its solvation by
octanol is energetically more favorable than by water, and
vice versa. The atomic hydrophobicity magnitude, say ahi
(derived from experimental octanol–water partition coeYcients of large set of various chemical compounds) of atom
i, for the hydrophobic atoms assume ahi > 0, while for the
hydrophilic atoms assume ahi < 0. Since in proteins (irrespective of amino acids concerned) certain atoms show predominant hydrophobic features (e.g., C) while certain other
atoms (e.g., N and O) show propensities for being hydrophilic or polar, any protein can be considered as an ensemble of atoms with (+ve) or (¡ve) hydrophobic nature;
where the magnitude of these (+ve) or (¡ve) hydrophobicities represent the extent of hydrophobic or hydrophilic
(respectively) nature of the atoms under consideration.
Using these residue-speciWc atomic hydrophobicity magnitudes, we could calculate the hydrophobic center (HC) in
the same way as we had calculated CM. The HC provides
us with an idea as to where, in the interior of the protein, the
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entire eVect of hydrophobicity due to all of its atoms may
be assumed to be concentrated. The cumulative eVect of the
presence of these magnitudes give rise to the “hydrophobic
center”. Thus, the very perception of “hydrophobic center”
accommodates the presence of hydrophobic (and hydrophilic) atoms with varying degrees of hydrophobicity (and
hydrophilicity), whether the atoms are residing deep in the
interior or completely exposed on the surface.
The concept of HC is novel and it diVers notably from a
previously conceived idea of ‘center-of-the-protein’ (Silverman 2005). This particular way of identifying protein’s
centrality is not only necessary to study protein stability on
objective ground but also is capable of throwing light on
protein folding. The necessity to include diVerential eVects
due to locally diVerent hydrophobic environment within a
residue had been felt earlier also (Rackovsky and Scheraga
1977); however capturing the eVect of the same with an
atomic level hydrophobic feature extraction scheme, to our
knowledge, was never tried before. A systematic proWling
of collective magnitudes of atomic hydrophobicity across
the concentric shells around HC (and their diVerential distributions) could therefore acquire the necessary capability
to analyze the remnants of so-called hydrophobic collapse
(Dill et al. 1995; Ptitsyn 1996) from a new light. Furthermore, it could investigate the causality behind inhomogeneous mass packing in proteins.
In order to ensure a comprehensive view, along with the
cumulative proWling of mass and hydrophobicity in all the
shells, we chose to calculate two kinds of densities to study
mass and hydrophobicity distributions. These densities
were calculated for every shell of every protein under consideration. The classical measure of density was obtained
by measuring mass and (separately) hydrophobicity per
unit shell volume, whereas the other measure of density
captured the total content of mass and (separately) hydrophobicity within any shell, normalized by number of atoms
present in that shell. We denote the classical measure of
density viz. mass/volume as ‘density1’ and the non-classical (normalized) density viz. mass/no. of atoms/volume as
‘density2’ from here on.
One of the determinants of the folds of the proteins is the
(compact or sparse) packing of the units of secondary structures against each other. Increased mass packing can be
expected to imply a loss of Xexibility and an increment in
various structural constraints (Banerjee et al. 2003) too.
Hence, in our eVort to construct an integrative framework,
the distribution of structural constraints for extremophilic
and mesophilic proteins, are taken into account too.
We all know that proteins in general can be divided in
four broad structural sets with respect to disposition of secondary structural elements in them; the aforementioned
structural sets being all- proteins (comprised of -helical
domains), the all- proteins (comprised of -sheet
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domains), the / proteins (which consist of –– structural units or “motifs” that form mainly parallel -sheets)
and  +  proteins (in which domains are formed by independent -helices and mainly antiparallel -sheets). Since
we wanted to study the couplings between stability and
structural parameters in their systematic details, segregating
the complete set of proteins in four principal structural classes (viz. all-, all-, / and  + ), the entire study was
repeated. This piece of work produced a unique way to
compare and contrast the packing characteristics (as well as
the causality behind them) for the protein structural classes.
Furthermore, since there is an ever-present need for an
objective, and at the same time, automated toolbox for
studying various biophysical properties in protein interiors
with respect to four major protein structural classes, the
present eVort assumes importance. Popular methods such as
Structural ClassiWcation of Proteins (SCOP) (Murzin et al.
1995) and Class, Architecture, Topology, Homologous
super-family (CATH) (Orengo et al. 1997) involve visual
inspection of structures as one of the key steps, while automated methods [such as knot theory-based techniques
(Røgen and Fain 2003; Ramnarayan et al. 2008)] tend to
overlook the involved biological aspects while characterizing parts (and whole) of the protein structure. The present
framework required neither visual inspection nor abstract
mathematics; with a Wrm footing on biophysical reality it
studied mass (and hydrophobicity) packing within protein
biological units, taking into consideration their densities (in
classical as well as normalized manner) alongside the relevant set of structural constraints.

Materials and methods
The data
We have worked with the ‘biological unit’ of proteins taken
from Protein Data Bank (PDB) (Berman et al. 2003),
because it represents a functional protein molecule (the
asymmetric unit of a protein, in contrast, is the fraction of
the crystallographic unit cell that has no crystallographic
symmetry; and thus may not be relevant in operative biological paradigm). Primarily our calculation was carried out
on a large database of 373 structurally well-aligned
(87.17%) protein pairs (DB1) drawn from thermophilic and
mesophilic organisms (Glyakina et al. 2007). Later, we
have extended our calculation to a dataset of 185 mesophilic proteins and 135 extremophilic proteins that were
collected randomly from PDB (DB2). The predominant
randomness in the DB2 dataset ensured the absence of any
possible bias in it. DB2 includes datasets of KarshikoV and
Ladenstein (1998) and Kannan and Vishveshwara (2000) in
their entirety too, furthermore DB2 contained »6% of DB1
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proteins. The DB1 dataset is solely comprised of the
thermophilic (and mesophilic) proteins, whereas DB2 set
contains various other extremophilic (and mesophilic)
proteins. By subjecting structurally aligned as well as structurally non-aligned protein sets to the same set of operations, a framework to capture widest possible set of
information on protein interior packing was constructed.
(Appendix 1 and 2 in Electronic supplementary material are
devoted for information regarding DB1 and DB2 proteins,
respectively).
Methodology
Mass and hydrophobicity distributions (with respective
density studies)
The sole input for our algorithm was coordinate information of the biological units of the proteins. The CM for each
of these proteins was calculated and they are all transformed from Cartesian to be represented in spherical polar
coordinate system. The HC was calculated in identical way
as that of CM by merely substituting atomic mass with residue-speciWc atomic hydrophobicity values. Considering
CM and HC to be two separate origins, two separate sets of
concentric shells were constructed with invariant shell
width (we chose to use a Wxed magnitude of 5 Å of radius
vector as the shell width, to ensure that we do not miss out
on any minute piece of information and yet the number of
atoms within the shells always satisWes the statistical parametric limit). The atoms within each shell were identiWed.
The cumulative mass content (using periodic table), cumulative atomic hydrophobicity content (Kuhn et al. 1995),
density1 (mass/volume of the shell) and density2 (mass/
number of atoms present in that shell) within each shell
were calculated.
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DB2 protein ensemble could have diluted the well-deWned
nature of protein sets (thermophilic and mesophilic) and
therefore could have made it diYcult to make structured
inference out of structural classiWcation based protein interior study.

Results
We clearly observe that for three sets of comparisons in
Fig. 1 (viz. between DB1 thermophilic with DB1 mesophilic proteins, between DB2 thermophilic and corresponding mesophilic proteins and KarshikoV set of thermophilic
and mesophilic proteins), the total mass content (TMC) for
extremophilic proteins are signiWcantly greater than that of
the mesophilic ones. Figure 1 reveals Wrst, a signature
diVerence (>2,500 Da) in the magnitude of maximum TMC
of extremophilic and mesophilic protein sets and second,
the presence of a secondary peak at »40 Å distance from
the CM for DB1 as well as DB2 extremophilic proteins.
While the prominent diVerence in the magnitude of maximum TMC of DB2 proteins can be attributed to the absence
of structurally aligned protein pairs in them; existence of
such distinct diVerence in TMC for DB1 proteins (373
structurally aligned pairs) appears to demonstrate the sensitivity of the proposed radial partitioning scheme and
ascribe causality to some previous assertions regarding stability of thermophilic proteins (Jaenicke and Bohm 1998;
Szilágyi and Závodszky 2000). The diVerence in shell-wise
TMC for DB1 pairs can be seen to be statistically signiWcant (at 99% conWdence interval) for shells starting at 70 Å
distance from the CM (please refer to ‘Appendix 1 in
14000

Structural constraints in protein interior
WHATCHECK (Hooft et al. 1996) server was later used to
study distribution of structural constraints for all the
extremophilic and mesophilic proteins of DB1 and DB2.
Studies of mass and hydrophobicity proWling on SCOP
classes
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Only proteins from DB1 database of 373 structurally wellaligned (87.17%) protein pairs (Glyakina et al. 2007) were
segregated into four major SCOP classes (all-, all-, /
and  + ). Upon clustering these proteins into respective
structural classes, all the studies regarding mass and
hydrophobicity proWling (along with density proWles) are
repeated. The DB2 proteins are not considered for this part
(SCOP classiWcation) of the study, the random nature of
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Fig. 1 Mass distribution proWle. Red line thermophilic proWle structurally-aligned database (DB1), blue line mesophilic proWle structurally-aligned database (DB1), pink line extremophilic proWle randomly
collected database (DB2), black line mesophilic proWle randomly
collected database (DB2), green line thermophilic proWle KarshikoV
database, yellow line mesophilic proWle KarshikoV database
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Electronic supplementary material’). Since DB1 was solely
comprised of structurally aligned pairs of mesophilic and
thermophilic proteins, the mass and the radial extent for
them were matching to each other. However, even under
such comparable boundary conditions, the DB1 thermophilic proteins can be observed to have higher magnitude of
TMC than their mesophilic counterparts. The capability of
extracting such distinguishing information from an inherently congruent system, viz. DB1, proves the reliability of
the present methodology.
Moving on to the other observation, while the presence
of a secondary peak in extremophilic proteins from DB1
and DB2 appears prominent, even their mesophilic counterparts can be seen to possess the secondary peaks in their
proWles of TMC distribution per shell. However the secondary peaks for the mesophilic proteins appear to be less distinct and can be observed to have a far less magnitude than
the same for corresponding extremophilic protein sets. It is
also evident from the result that even the thermophilic proteins of the KarshikoV dataset show the presence of this
secondary peak in their mass distribution proWle; however,
for the mesophilic proteins of KarshikoV dataset such a secondary peak could not be observed, which might well be
attributed to an outstanding diVerence in the average size of
the proteins considered in KarshikoV dataset (KarshikoV
and Ladenstein 1998).
Results from the total atomic hydrophobicity proWle
comparisons (Fig. 2) reveal similar structural details as
depicted in Fig. 1. In conformance with TMC proWle, the
distinct presence of secondary maximas can be seen in the
total atomic hydrophobicity content proWle for the proteins
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extracted out of extremophilics (»120 Å for DB1, »60 Å
for DB2 and »52 Å for KarshikoV extremophilic proteins).
Perhaps this is not unexpected, as the correlation coeYcient
between the total mass content and the total atomic hydrophobicity content across the shells for the extremophilic
proteins have been found to be of extremely high order
(Table 1).
Studies on all the individual proteins of DB1 and DB2
revealed that the HC and CM didn’t overlap on each other,
although a consistent trend could be observed in their residing very close to each other (<3.0 Å). This tends to suggest
that for all the proteins, the point in their interior where the
eVect of their entire mass content can be supposed to be
concentrated (CM), happens to be in close proximity with
the point where the eVect of their entire hydrophobicity
content can be supposed to be concentrated (HC). This
observation points unmistakably to the fact that hydrophobicity provides the most important causality behind protein’s stability.
The almost identical natures of density1 (Fig. 3 in the
main text and Fig. 9 in Appendix 3 in Electronic supplementary material) and separately, density2 (Fig. 4 in the
main text and Fig. 10 in Appendix 3 in Electronic supplementary material) distributions, from not only the structurally aligned protein pairs (DB1) but also from random
ensemble of proteins (DB2) is remarkable; especially when
viewed alongside the observed diVerences in total mass
content (Fig. 1). However this can easily be explained by
observing that the volumes of proteins (for which their
radial extent is an unambiguous marker) did not show signiWcant diVerence amongst not only the structurally aligned
pairs but in DB2 ensemble too. While the similar nature of
decaying density1 proWle (Fig. 3 in the main text and Fig. 9
in Appendix 3 in Electronic supplementary material) imply
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Table 1 Correlation between mass and hydrophobicity proWles of
various distribution proWles
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Fig. 2 Hydrophobicity distribution proWle. Red line thermophilic proWle structurally-aligned database (DB1), blue line mesophilic proWle
structurally-aligned database (DB1), pink line extremophilic proWle
randomly collected database (DB2), black line mesophilic proWle randomly collected database (DB2), green line thermophilic proWle KarshikoV database, yellow line mesophilic proWle KarshikoV database

Between total mass proWle and total hydrophobicity
proWle of DB1 extremophilic proteins

0.96

Between total mass proWle and total hydrophobicity
proWle of DB1 mesophilic proteins

0.94

Between total mass proWle and total hydrophobicity
proWle of DB2 extremophilic proteins

0.99

Between total mass proWle and total hydrophobicity
proWle of DB2 mesophilic proteins

0.99

Between density1 mass proWle and density1 hydrophobicity
proWle of DB1 extremophilic proteins

0.99

Between density1 mass proWle and density1 hydrophobicity
proWle of DB1 mesophilic proteins

0.99

Between density1 mass proWle and density1 hydrophobicity
proWle of DB2 extremophilic proteins

0.99

Between density1 mass proWle and density1 hydrophobicity
proWle of DB2 mesophilic proteins

0.99
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Fig. 3 Density1 distribution proWle. Red line thermophilic proWle
structurally-aligned database (DB1), blue line mesophilic proWle structurally-aligned database (DB1), pink line extremophilic proWle
randomly collected database (DB2), black line mesophilic proWle randomly collected database (DB2), green line thermophilic proWle
KarshikoV database, yellow line mesophilic proWle KarshikoV
database
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supplementary material) for all the compared sets do not
show marked variation in abscissa.
The packing characteristics across SCOP classes (all-,
all-, / and  + ) revealed some extremely interesting
results. While the maximum magnitude of total mass content (Fig. 5) [and total hydrophobicity content (Fig. 6)] for
all- thermophilic proteins are found to be signiWcantly
higher than the all- mesophilic proteins (»1,200 Da), the
diVerence between maximum magnitude of total mass content (Fig. 5) [and total hydrophobicity content (Fig. 6)] for
all- thermophilics and all- mesophilic proteins was not
that pronounced (»700 Da). Surprisingly, / and  + 
class of proteins were found to show very little diVerence in
maximum magnitude of TMC between the thermophilic
and mesophilic proteins (Fig. 5), although the magnitude of
the TMC for the former was found to be consistently higher
for the higher order shells (>30 Å). In terms of the magnitude of the TMC, / proteins (thermophilic and mesophilic
alike) were found to be most massive (»1,000 Da more
than all- and all- thermophilic proteins), whereas  + 
proteins (thermophilic and mesophilic alike) were found to
be the least massive. This particular observation regarding
/ proteins vindicates the result of a recently conducted
protein folding study (Galzitskaya et al. 2008) from a completely diVerent angle.
Interestingly, the density1 (mass per unit shell volume,
the classical measure of density) studies appeared to portray a diVerent picture than the TMC distribution proWles.
The density1 proWles (Fig. 7) for all-, all- and  +  proteins show more magnitude of the maximum for density1 of
mesophilic proteins than the thermophilic ones, while for
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Fig. 4 Density2 distribution proWle. Red line thermophilic proWle
structurally-aligned database (DB1), blue line mesophilic proWle structurally-aligned database (DB1), pink line extremophilic proWle randomly collected database (DB2), black line mesophilic proWle
randomly collected database (DB2), green line thermophilic proWle
KarshikoV database, yellow line mesophilic proWle KarshikoV
database

a comparable scheme of packing at work for extremophilic
and mesophilic proteins alike, the capacity of mass being
packed (Fig. 1) seem to diVer between the protein sets. This
Wnding points to the possibility of using TMC, instead of
any kind of density proWle, as potential marker for studying
the packing diVerence between extremophilic and mesophilic proteins. It is relevant here to note that for either of
extremophilic or mesophilic sets, density2 proWles (Fig. 4
in the main text and Fig. 10 in Appendix 3 in Electronic
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Fig. 5 SCOP-speciWc mass distribution comparison. Blue all_alpha
thermophilic proteins, green all_beta thermophilic proteins, red alpha/
beta thermophilic proteins, black line alpha + beta thermophilic proteins, black plus all_alpha mesophilic proteins, black dashed dotted
line all_beta mesophilic proteins, pink line alpha/beta mesophilic proteins, yellow line alpha + beta mesophilic proteins
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tural diVerences, the TMCs should be used as the marker
for mass packing studies. However this apparent anomaly
can be resolved easily by observing the density2 (mass content normalized by number of atoms present in any shell)
proWles (Fig. 8). For all-, all- and  +  proteins, the density2 proWles show a consistent trend of higher (almost
enveloping) magnitudes for thermophilic proteins over the
mesophilic ones, while for the / class of proteins, the
mesophilic distribution almost resembles the thermophilic
proWle.
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Fig. 6 SCOP-speciWc hydrophobicity distribution comparison. Blue
all_alpha thermophilic proteins, green all_beta thermophilic proteins,
red alpha/beta thermophilic proteins, black line alpha + beta thermophilic proteins, black plus all_alpha mesophilic proteins, black dashed
dotted line all_beta mesophilic proteins, pink line alpha/beta mesophilic proteins, yellow line alpha + beta mesophilic proteins
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The TMC proWle for DB1 proteins can clearly be observed
to be more than that of DB2 proteins. The observed shift in
maxima of TMC along distances from CM for DB1 protein
as compared to that of DB2 set, can be attributed primarily
to the diVerence in molecular weight [(average molecular
weight of DB1 extremophilic–average molecular weight of
DB2 extremophilic proteins) >8,000 Da]; whereas [(average molecular weight of DB1 mesophilic–average molecular weight of DB2 mesophilic proteins) >15,000 Da].
However the pattern of higher magnitude of TMC for
extremophilic proteins (over mesophilic analogues)
remains invariant across 3 sets of compared data. This
invariance tends to suggest the possibility of using this
diVerence as a physical marker for studying mass packing
amongst various protein families. While more magnitude of
TMC maxima possibly implies an increased compactness
scheme in extremophilic proteins in comparison to the
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Fig. 7 SCOP-speciWc mass density1 distribution comparison. Blue
all_alpha thermophilic proteins, green all_beta thermophilic proteins,
red alpha/beta thermophilic proteins, black line alpha + beta thermophilic proteins, black plus all_alpha mesophilic proteins, black dashed
dotted line all_beta mesophilic proteins, pink line alpha/beta mesophilic proteins, yellow line alpha + beta mesophilic proteins

/ class of proteins, the maximum for density1 proWle
from mesophilic and thermophilic was found to be the
same; with all of the classes attaining their maximum magnitudes at a distance 10 Å from the CM. Since this is not the
same distance from the CM where the maximum of TMC
proWle is reached, we can infer that the shell in protein interior with maximum magnitude of density1 might not correspond to the shell that can accommodate highest mass and
since the density proWles are not sensitive to capture struc-
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Fig. 8 SCOP-speciWc mass density2 distribution comparison. Blue
all_alpha thermophilic proteins, green all_beta thermophilic proteins,
red alpha/beta thermophilic proteins, black line alpha + beta thermophilic proteins, black plus all_alpha mesophilic proteins, black dashed
dotted line all_beta mesophilic proteins, pink line alpha/beta mesophilic proteins, yellow line alpha + beta mesophilic proteins
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mesophilic ones, the observation of consistent position of
occurrence for secondary maximas in extremophilic TMC
proWle, clearly show a distinction in the packing schemes
between extremophilic and mesophilic proteins. The
(almost general) lack of prominence of these secondary
peaks for mesophilic proteins (and a complete non-existence in the case of KarshikoV set of mesophilic proteins)
further supports this assertion.
The observation of extremophilic proteins having higher
magnitude of TMC helps us to view the enhanced stability
of thermophilic proteins (Jaenicke and Bohm 1998) from a
new perspective. It is interesting to note also, that an earlier
study (from diVerent motivation and methodology) had recognized that signiWcantly high degree of compactness in
thermophilic proteins to be the most inXuential physical
parameter for their stability (Berezovsky and Shakhnovich
2005). We propose the use of TMC as an independent
marker to study compactness (and stability) in proteins.
We note here that our Wnding of better mass packing in
proteins drawn from thermophilic organisms, although contradicts the KarshikoV and Ladenstein (1998) assertion, is
convergent with some early (Britton and Yip 1995; Kitty
et al. 1998; Yoshihiro et al. 2002) as well as new (Berezovsky and Shakhnovich 2005; Cai et al. 2004) Wndings. However the essentially atomistic approach (we didn’t study
proteins at residue level) coupled with a radially symmetric
partitioning of protein interior for extremophilic and mesophilic proteins, taking into account their structural classiWcations, made the present premise signiWcantly diVerent,
inclusive and incisive. We suggest the TMC of the proteins
to be the best markers for mass packing studies which, as
have been observed here, can distinguish even between the
structurally aligned protein classes what the density proWles
have failed to achieve.
A closer scrutiny of results reveals the presence of extra
stress in the realm of structural features of DB1 extremophilic proteins in comparison to that in DB2 extremophilic
proteins (Table 2). This disparity in the intensity of structural constraints can well be attributed to Wrst, the diVerence

in molecular weight between DB1 and DB2 extremophilic
proteins (noted already); and second, due to the packing of
signiWcantly higher magnitude of TMC (>8,000 Da) in
DB1 extremophilic proteins. On the other hand, the twin
observations that, even with 87% structural alignment, the
DB1 mesophilic proteins have a noteworthy diVerence of
TMC (>3,500 Da) between corresponding extremophilic
proteins, and, former’s enjoying a less stressful structural
feature set (Table 2) tend to suggest better evolutionary
mechanism in place for the mesophilic proteins as compared to their extremophilic counterparts.
An interesting aspect of our work is the study of atomic
hydrophobicity based construction of hydrophobicity proWle across the radially partitioned protein interior. Since the
measure ‘atomic hydrophobicity’ takes into account the
hydrophobic proWle of the neighborhood of any atom
within the amino acid residues, the description of hydrophobicity proWle obtained with extensive application of
such a measure had provided a rather unique view of the
protein interior, notably diVerent from an earlier work
(Spassov et al. 1995). Investigations into total atomic
hydrophobicity distribution (Fig. 2) within the proteins
reveals almost identical characteristics observed in mass
proWle study and in fact, can be thought to attribute the causality to the existence of signiWcantly diVerent TMCs in the
extremophilic proteins as compared to that in mesophilic
proteins. The ground for this assertion of causality can be
established from Table 1 data for correlation coeYcient
between TMC and total hydrophobicity content for both the
DB1 and DB2 proteins. The existence of prominent local
maxima in the total atomic hydrophobicity proWle (Fig. 2)
for extremophilic proteins and a near absence of that in
case of mesophilic proteins, tend to suggest that proteins
drawn from mesophilic organisms tend to be evolutionary
better adapted than extremophilic proteins with respect to
hydrophobicity (and mass) distribution preferences. The
rationale behind this claim stems from the possible existence of many non-polar amino acids with understandable
hydrophobic features in the vicinity of protein surface for

Table 2 Test for structural constraints
Proteins

Impr BL
mean

Impr BL
Var

Impr BA
mean

Impr BA
Var

Impr Dhd
mean

Impr Dhd
Var

Impr Om
mean

Impr Om
Var

Extremo (DB2)

0.45

0.21

0.78

0.27

0.44

0.67

0.42

0.31

Meso (DB2)

1.03

1.41

1.03

0.49

1.08

0.88

0.76

1.13

Extremo (DB1)

0.37

0.10

0.64

0.11

0.25

0.16

0.47

0.13

Meso (DB1)

0.72

0.65

0.97

0.37

0.57

0.43

0.85

0.49

Results from structural constraint analysis of the entire listing of extremophilic and mesophilic proteins, as provided by the WHATCHECK server
are provided here. Ideally the mean scores mentioned should be equal to 1.00, which is almost precisely depicted by the mesophilic proteins. However the signiWcant departure for the same in extremophilic proteins conWrms their strained existence. Indeed unpaired 2-tail t tests conWrm the
diVerence between two sets in 99% interval. The ANOVA results also conWrm that even the variances diVer at 99% interval
BL Bond length, BA bond angle, Impr improper, Dhd dihedral, Om omega
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extremophilic proteins; which in turn might well be due to,
imperfect adaptation and extreme evolutionary circumstances. The almost-nonexistent secondary peaks for the
total hydrophobicity content proWles in proteins extracted
from mesophilic organisms, by the same logic, can be considered as an evidence for their better evolutionary adaptiveness; because in them the non-polar, hydrophobic
amino acids can be seen to be concentrated in the vicinity
of respective hydrophobic centers.
The density2 proWle oVers us with interesting insights
too. The remarkable peak(s) in the density2 proWles of DB2
extremophilics or KarshikoV thermophilics, for the very
distant shells (>80 Å from CM) was not inconsistent with
its deWnition. It is due to the presence of statistically insigniWcant number of atoms in these shells, which results in a
low magnitude of the denominator, forcing density2 values
to become too sensitive. The most notable aspect of density2 proWles is their near-constancy across the shells.
While the possibility of smoothening of the Wner aspects of
mass and hydrophobicity distribution proWle (Fig. 4 in the
main text and Fig. 10 in Appendix 3 in Electronic supplementary material, respectively) due to huge ensemble of
proteins cannot be ruled out, the observation of remarkably
steady proWles of density2 can otherwise be explained too.
It may well imply the presence of similar atomic hydrophobicity content (causing the nearly-unchanging mass content
proWle) across the radial extent of the proteins, albeit statistically. Such assertion appears to suggest that, to ensure
stability of each shell, roughly same magnitude of total
hydrophobicity content is necessary. However, that tends to
diVer from the so-called ‘hydrophobic collapse’ hypothesis.
But this contradiction can easily be resolved in two ways.
First, the density2 proWles (Fig. 4 in the main text and
Fig. 10 in Appendix 3 in Electronic supplementary material) are obtained from huge datasets. Therefore a signiWcant probability of presence of noise in data from every
shell may well contribute to the overwhelmingly consistent
proWles. Two, the density2 proWles only state that the proportionality given by the ratio [collective hydrophobicity
content in shell (i)/number of atoms in that shell (i)], holds
across all the shells, statistically. In fact, further studies on
density2 proWles from diVerent datasets have actually been
found to reassert the ‘hydrophobic collapse’ hypothesis,
and are presented later. The density1 proWles (Fig. 3 in the
main text and Fig. 9 in Appendix 3 in Electronic supplementary material), owing to the uniform increment of the
denominator (volumes of shells with progressively higher
radius) undergoes an almost monotonic decay. However, a
careful observation of (mass) density1 proWle (Fig. 3)
reveals the presence of a local (secondary) maxima in the
higher order shells (»75 Å from the CM) for DB1 thermophilic proteins that shows the extraordinary magnitude of
maximum mass content in the DB1 thermophilic proteins,
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so much so that even after being divided by 4/
3((75)3¡(70)3) the resultant value remains signiWcant.
Results from SCOP classiWcation based studies demonstrate some novel facts. While the all- mesophilic proteins
are found to be least compactly packed, the / thermophilic (and mesophilic) proteins were found to be having
most compact packing. The hydrophobicity distribution
proWles revealed similar results too. This Wnding tends to
vindicate a previous result (Yoshihiro et al. 2002) where
they found that the number of contacts per residue for /
protein is the maximum. Staying with the Wndings of the
same study (Galzitskaya et al. 2008) we Wnd the causality
for attributing slowest folding rate to / proteins (probably
because of constraints associated with accommodating
huge TMC proWles for both thermophilic and mesophilic
proteins) and the fastest folding rate to all- proteins (the
all- mesophilic proteins have least TMC proWles to
accommodate out of 8 cases). Consistent with the previous
results, the TMC proWle for most of shells is found to reveal
more mass (and hydrophobicity) content for thermophilic
proteins across all-, all-, / and  +  classes; proving
that mass packing in thermophilic proteins is more compact
than that in the mesophilic proteins, across all four major
structural classes of proteins.
The ‘hydrophobic core’, as hypothesized by Rose (Behe
et al. 1991), can clearly be observed for all four structural
classes. The magnitude of hydrophobic packing is found to
be the highest in the case of / class of proteins. For all-,
all- and  +  class of proteins, although the existence of
hydrophobic core can easily be veriWed, the magnitude of
hydrophobic packing is observed to be less than that of /
proteins. A careful observation reveals that the peak of the
hydrophobic packing is reached at 20–25 Å (4th–5th shell)
for all the four structural classiWcations of proteins. As the
radial distance from the hydrophobic center increases
beyond this limit (20–25 Å), the shell-speciWc hydrophobicity values decrease in a monotonic manner, for each of
the four structural classes of proteins. This tends to indicate
that nature has adopted a similar scheme across the structural classiWcations, which ensures optimal stability for proteins. Another similarity in the form of (almost) consistent
trend of more hydrophobicity content for shells away from
HC for thermophilic proteins over the mesophilic ones, can
easily be explained in the light of formers need for extra
stability.
Comparison between the density2 proWles between that
in Fig. 4 and Fig. 8 makes an insightful observation. While
the presence of large ensemble of proteins had resulted in a
near-invariant proWle for the density2 proWle in Fig. 4, the
uniformity of datasets (strict segregation into either of all-,
all-, / and  +  classes) has ensured that minute features of SCOP class-speciWc behaviors are captured. For
example, the density2 proWle all- proteins (thermophilic
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and mesophilic alike) are found to die down sharply than
that for any other class, which tends to suggest the preference of all- atoms to cluster near the CM, more than that
in any other folds. On the other hand, the decay of density2
proWles for all- and  +  class of proteins, tend to suggest
in them a uniform rate of absence of atoms in the higher
order shells away from the CM. The unchanging trend of
enveloping proWles of thermophilic proteins over the mesophilic proteins in most of shells across all the four SCOP
classes, imply in yet another way that the packing characteristics in thermophilic proteins is indeed far more compact than the same in mesophilic proteins.
Hence, in this paper, a comprehensive framework to
study mass and density distribution with hydrophobicity
and hydrophobic density distribution has been presented.
Alongside this, the studies of structural constraints due to
inhomogeneous packing scheme within protein interior
have provided an idea of balancing forces in the system.
The importance of working with biological unit of a protein
has been elucidated in a recent work (JeVerson et al. 2006).
The fact that our entire study was performed on the biological units of all the concerned proteins, lends it with a rigorous biological basis at the Wrst place. Applying a simple yet
biologically pertinent algorithm of radial partitioning, the
diVerential nature of mass and hydrophobicity packing has
been extensively studied here. This systematic set of studies from various approaches establishes Wrmly that mass
(and hydrophobicity) packing scheme in the interior of
thermophilic proteins is indeed more compact than the
same in mesophilic proteins, contradicting a previous Wnding (KarshikoV and Ladenstein 1998). Mass distribution is
studied alongside the hydrophobicity distribution throughout the length of this work. Hence a possible causality for
typical characteristics of mass distribution proWles within
thermophilic and mesophilic proteins, when considered in
large ensembles and when segregated in four major SCOP
classes, could be established. The very fact that this simple
methodology could pinpoint the diVerence in packing
schemes between 373 pairs of structurally aligned thermophilic and mesophilic proteins, and extract valuable information about the prevalent diVerences from structurally
(nearly) indistinguishable system, proves the reliability and
usability of it.
On a more important note, the present work constructs a
holistic framework to study mass distribution within protein in correlation to the fold characteristic and hydrophobicity proWle of them. This work has yielded a more
biophysically inclined protein center, namely the hydrophobic center (HC). But rather than being restricted to the
introduction of new measures and new markers, more
importantly, this study has provided an integrative framework to analyze protein’s mass inhomogeneity, interior
mass and hydrophobicity distribution proWle; so that mass
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packing, protein stability, protein folding; coupled with
evolutionary pressure exerted by fold constraint, amounting
to structurally stressed states - can all be studied through
one integrative framework. It is therefore, not only new
way of looking at structural reality prevalent at protein
level but also one that is inclusive.
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